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BANQUET AT
THE MANSION HOUSE
ust at the moment
when the evening gets
underway but before
the commencement of
formal proceedings,
there is always a minute of quiet
and calm. Master and Wardens
have donned their badges,
gowns and white gloves and are
preparing for the reception line;
the Master has had one last
quick look at the notes for his
speech, the Past Masters and
Honorary Assistants who are
hosting the distinguished guests
have been briefed; the orchestra is tuning up; waiters are busy
filling glasses with champagne and the Clerk has made that one
final tour to check that every small detail on the tables is
precisely correct and then the Banquet starts with a flourish.
Liverymen accompanied by their guests arrive in number; the
distinguished invitees start to appear; the Master heaves a quiet
sigh of relief when his Principal Speaker comes through the
receiving line; the Lord Mayor and the Sheriffs say a cheerful
hello as they meet the Master and the Wardens; the musicians
are playing, the ante-rooms are filling with ever louder
conversation and a continual clink of glasses; dinner is
announced and the Master leads the procession into the
Egyptian Hall for the Banquet.
We returned to The Mansion House this year, always a
popular choice for the Lord Mayor, who can get back to his
apartment at the end of the evening in 90 seconds, and a
popular choice for the Company, as we always enjoy the
exuberant grandeur of the venue with its two balconies,
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The Master, Wardens, Clerk and Guests
© Gerald Sharp

providing that wonderful echo when the Post Horn Galop is
played. As always for us Fruiterers, it was an evening of
splendour and style, with a glittering array of distinguished
guests. Past Master Alan French welcomed the guests warmly,
not an easy task to complete in the time allotted with such a full
…continued on page 2

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

The Mansion House, residence of the Lord Mayor
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Thurs 2 June

Royal Bath & West Show

Shepton Mallet

Thurs 16 June

The Master’s Day at
Thanet Earth &
Mount Ephraim

Kent

Fri 24 June

Election of Sheriffs

Guildhall

Thurs 14 July

Summer Court Dinner

Draper’s Hall

Thurs 8 Sept

Tree Planting Garden
of the Year

Castle Howard

Mon 3 Oct

Election of Lord Mayor

Guildhall

Wed 12 Oct

12.30 p.m. Carvery Luncheon Butchers’ Hall

Wed 19 & 20 Oct

National Fruit Show

Detling

Fri 21 Oct

Presentation of Fruit to
the Lord Mayor

Mansion House

Luncheon

Guildhall

Wed 12 Oct

Carvery Luncheon

Butchers’ Hall

Wed 19 & 20 Oct

National Fruit Show

Detling

list of eminent personalities. We were delighted to see them all.
The Lord Mayor, Alderman Michael Bear and the Lady
Mayoress were accompanied by the Sheriffs, Alderman Fiona
Woolf and Richard Sermon (with Nicholas Woolf and Rosemary
Sermon) and also by the Lord Mayor's Sword Bearer Lt. Col.
Richard Martin. Our Principal Speaker was Professor Fergus

Lowe, Deputy Vice-Chancellor of Bangor University. Sadly, Lord
Dyson, Justice of the Supreme Court was prevented by illness
from attending, but Lady Dyson very graciously came on her
own. It was also a joy for all of us to have Honorary Liveryman,
Lord Mayhew in the assembled company.
Piece contributed by Steve Bodger

View of Diners

The Lord Mayor shares a ‘Loving Cup’ with the Master

© Gerald Sharpe

© Gerald Sharpe

THE ARCHBISHOP OF WESTMINSTER
PREACHES ON ST PAUL’S DAY
he Company was very privileged and honoured to
have The Most Reverend Vincent Nichols, the
Archbishop of Westminster, as our visiting Preacher
this year at our annual service held on the Feast of
the Conversion of St Paul. The Archbishop, the head
of the Roman Catholic Church in this country, was accompanied
by his Chaplain, Monsignor Martin Hayes.
The Archbishop’s evident pleasure at being invited to deliver
the sermon to our ancient Company in “our” church, St Mary
Abchurch was reflected by the generous and warm welcome that
he received from our Honorary Chaplain, The Reverend Canon
Nigel Abbot and the Priest in Charge of St Mary Abchurch, Father
Philip Warner. Both were, as were we all, delighted that he had
accepted our invitation. For all those of us of an ecumenical
persuasion, it was a great pleasure to listen to the Archbishop
preaching in such a typically post reformation Anglican Church at
the service led by two Anglican Priests. Father Warner tells us that
the Archbishop is the first Catholic ever to have preached in his
church.
St Paul’s Day is always a double celebration, and this year was
no exception. It is very much the outgoing Master’s day, and gives
him an opportunity to
thank all the Liverymen
who do so much to help
the Company and our
Charities. Yet it is also a
celebration of the election
of the new Master, who
takes his oath at the
church service and who
starts his year of office at
the end of the celebratory
lunch. And what a lunch it
was! The Archbishop and
Monsignor Hayes joined
Steve Bodger hands over to Sandys
us, as guests of honour.
Dawes
As has become our
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The Honorary Chaplain, Archbishop of Westminster and Fr. Warner

The Immediate Past Master, Clerk and Beadle at the Innholders’ Hall

tradition, we lunched at Innholders’ Hall and, as always, there was
a joyful “end of term” ambience. The dining hall was packed with
cheerful Liverymen, the food was splendid and, as has been a
mark of his year, the outgoing Master’s choice of wine was
excellent. As the outgoing Master said, he finishes his year happy
that the Company is in good heart and has a first rate team to
carry it forward: the new Master, Sandys Dawes and his Wardens,
Jane Anderson and John Price.
(Piece contributed by Steve Bodger)
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HONOR ARY
ARCHIVIST
he greatest Wisbech ship owner was Richard
Young (1809-71), who at various times had 43
vessels operating from the east coast port. This
magnificent portrait (left) by HF Creighton RA
may be seen hanging in Wisbech Town Council
Chamber, and shows him as Sheriff of London & Middlesex
in 1871. Young was also MP for South Cambridgeshire from
1865, and Mayor of Wisbech from 1858 to 1862. As Richard
Young died two days after receiving the honour he never
actually wore the robes and regalia in which he is depicted.
These robes were donated to the Council by his widow and are used during the
Mayor-making ceremony each year. Replicas are now worn for general civic duties.
As a liveryman of the Loriners’ and Fruiterers’ Companies he was eligible to be
nominated Sheriff of London and Middlesex and on 13th October 1871 was duly
elected. Tragically, he died two days after
receiving the honour at the age of 62. His
body was returned by train to Wisbech
and the funeral took place on 21st
October in Walsoken Parish Church. A
stained glass window to his memory was
placed in the Church and a subscription
of £400 raised for a portrait and
memorial. The portrait was presented to
the Borough Council and the memorial
column which stands in Wisbech Park
was inaugurated in October 1872 by the
Lord Mayor of London.
The arms “Gules a fess between three
lions rampant Or” are the arms of Young.
Burke gives two entries in the General
Armory of these arms for Young of
Northumberland and Young of York. The
escutcheon in pretence are the arms for
the office of the Sheriff of London and
Middlesex. It will be noted that the Saxon
Crown in the Middlesex arms is not shown
as this was added to the arms of
Middlesex in November 1910. As
mentioned above Robert Young was a
liveryman of both the Loriners’ and
Fruiterers’ Companies. The Loriners’
Arms are shown on the dexter whilst the
Fruiterers’ on the sinister.
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(Researches conducted by Honorary
Archivist Peter Cooper, story and pics
courtesy of The Wisbech and Fenland
Museum)

The Coat of Arms
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Liveryman Richard Young

or the City, it has been a year of trying
to weigh up many conflicting
factors. Although global
recovery and low interest
rates have helped
sentiment, there is ongoing
concern about the UK and
European economies.
The UK is experiencing a
weak, fragile recovery.
Despite this, there has
been much debate
about whether interest
rates should rise from
their emergency level
of 0.5%. After all,
headline inflation is
twice the Bank of
England’s 2% target.
Although it would
not be a surprise if
there was a small
increase, in my view
to raise interest rates
would be the wrong policy
for the wrong reason at the wrong
time. Although inflation is high, the
factors that have pushed it up are outside
the Bank of England’s control. We are seeing a
relative price shock, as the prices of oil and food,
which are set in world markets, have risen.
The only way higher interest rates could work is by pushing
the economy back into recession. No-one wants that. Wages
are not rising, and thus higher food and petrol prices are
hitting people hard. Hiking rates would make this worse. Let
me give an example to show why wage prospects will
influence what happens to interest rates. Say you earn, after
tax, £150 per week. If, six months ago your food and petrol
bill came to £60 per week that left you £90 to spend on
everything else. Fast forward to now, your wages have not
risen but now you spend £100 on food and petrol. That
leaves only £50 for everything else. How would raising
interest rates help? They cannot change food or fuel prices.
Instead they would squeeze what you can spend on
everything else, eating into that £50 by pushing up
mortgages and other costs. In short, our monetary
framework that sets interest rates cannot handle the relative
price shock the economy has just received. Also there is no
guarantee the pound would appreciate if interest rates rose.
The opposite could well happen as investors, fearing higher
rates could hit growth, sell the pound.
The need to keep interest rates low is reinforced by the
fiscal challenges ahead. The UK government has lived
beyond its means for ages. It couldn’t go on. Hence
Chancellor Osborne has tightened policy. This is not without
risks, as cutting spending and raising taxes doesn't help
growth immediately.
What we know about fiscal tightening is that there needs
to be a credible medium-term plan to reduce the deficit and
whilst this happens, interest rates need to stay low. Beyond
that, the scale and the speed at which the deficit is cut is a
judgement call, dependent upon the state of the economy.
In my view, government spending has to be cut, but it is not
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always being reduced in the right areas. My big
concern is that the UK’s infrastructure is
poor and spending in this area should
be safeguarded. Libraries too. In
this environment, the economy
faces a slow, hard grind, as
people, firms and the government gets their balance
sheets back into shape.
Similar challenges exist
on the Continent and
this is also keeping the
City on its toes. The
Euro zone is in
trouble. For now it
will muddle through,
only for problems to
reappear later. The
biggest
problem
across Europe - as
here in the UK - is
the high rate of
youth
unemployment.
I was on the Council of
the ‘No Campaign’, as well as the coauthor of the Report prepared for the
Leader of The Opposition, William Hague,
as to why the UK should not join the euro. And
most of the problems we foresaw then have
materialized. It is important to appreciate that the euro is
driven more by politics than by economics. Politicians eased
the Maastricht entry criteria that determined who could join
the euro. This sowed problems for the future, and fed a
culture in Greece and elsewhere that the rules could be
broken, if wished. And these problems have been
compounded by the ‘One size does not fit all problems’. That
is, the European Central Bank sets one interest rate, but this
rate is not right for all countries. The recent rise in European
interest rates to 1.25% is still too low for Germany, where
inflation is a worry, but is too high for the economies on the
Periphery, such as Greece, Ireland, Spain and Portugal, who
face recession.
There is a limit to how much help the richer countries can
give. Some say the response will be for Germany to leave the
euro. I doubt it. The weak euro has been good for German
industry. Instead, there is an attempt by the economies at the
centre to put pressure on the Periphery to sort out their own
problems and get their economies into shape. Yet that is not
easy. By joining the euro countries sacrifice their economic
sovereignty - they can’t devalue, or stimulate demand
through ways we take for granted in the UK. Thus the
Periphery faces recession, there is every likelihood Spain will
need financial help and that Greece and Ireland will have to
restructure their debt. The world economy may be
recovering but as events in the UK and Euro zone show, not
everyone is sharing in this success.

Contributed by Honorary Assistant Dr Gerard Lyons
Chief Economist at Standard Chartered Bank
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VIEW

FROM THE
HIGH STREET

David Bryant, an independent retailer from Bourne End in
Buckinghamshire, provided the Editor with a résumé of his
experiences over the past four months. His shop is situated on a
high street with reasonable parking facilities.
He was very complimentary about the English vegetable growers
who performed magnificently under very difficult circumstances in
the early part of the year when the arctic conditions prevailed. “We
did not go short of anything” he recalls “and quality did not suffer”.
“There was an uninterrupted supply of root crops, brassicas, onions
and potatoes”. Much of what David sells he procures from Western
International Market but increasingly he is establishing supply chain
relationships with specialised, local growers. Watercress is an
example and his sales of this salad product reflect the national
trend. “We have a regular supply of fabulous quality from a local
grower and sales are very good” he reports.
Positive comments were also received on the English top fruit
supply and quality. “Cox, Braeburn and Gala have all sold well
through from January but supplies are dwindling and during April
we have switched to supplies from the southern hemisphere”, he
notes. “New Zealand is a supplier of limited quantities of Cox that
dovetail nicely in at the end of the domestic season”. “Similarly with
pears; as English Conference stocks dwindle we look to Europe for
supplies and supplement with South African and South American
varieties”. “Fortunately nothing is short and has not been this year
so prices remain relatively stable which is good news for the
shopper”. Seedless grapes both red and white are important
elements of the fruit mix as are bananas, citrus, kiwis, stone fruit
berries and exotics. “Mangoes and Paw-paws are popular with the
customers and we try to stock them continuously”. Our
correspondent emphasises that the necessity for quality and
freshness is becoming even more essential. “Even my contacts in
the market stall business now retail top grade produce”. In a tight
financial climate consumers want to be assured that what they buy
they can consume completely without waste.
Other items that were highlighted for special mention were
tomatoes from suppliers on the Isle of Wight in every shape and
format. “Obviously at this time of year we have to secure some of
our requirements from other countries to offer the complete range
but it’s good to see that English are becoming earlier”. Spanish
beetroot, local bunch rocket, pots of herbs and asparagus received
accolades from Mr Bryant.
He was pleased to report that his catering business had improved
and many of the local restaurateurs were looking to him to supply
their needs. “With fuel prices at record levels why would they want
to go to market when we can do the job for them?” he enquires.
“Easter trade this year was exceptional” he remarked. “A
combination of the date and fine weather brought the gardeners
out in numbers”. “Although it was a little early for many bedding
plants geraniums sold fluently”. “We look forward to another good
season with the traditional favourites and several new lines”. “On
the floral front the introduction of a new staff member and one or
two more cost effective offers have provided a fillip to the turnover”.
Reflecting on the wholesale markets David felt that the general
trading climate was becoming even more competitive. “Firms are
having to work harder on finer margins which mean that more
focus has to be given to looking after their loyal and regular
customers”. “We trade with 20 individual companies – some are
better at what they do than others but the general standard is
improving” he says.
There are plans to open two convenience supermarkets in the
same high street where his business is situated. “We don’t fear the
competition but the pressure on parking facilities leads me to
believe that the authorities have not thought the process through
logically” he concluded. “Such lack of foresight is annoying and
difficult to understand but we will have to wait and see what
happens”.

Watercress is increasing its following

Seedless Grapes, always a popular item

Farm Shops provide an alternative for country folk

Herbs are gaining in importance
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FROM ORCHARD TO MARKET
TOP FRUIT NEWS
t is encouraging to learn that the
renaissance in demand for English
top fruit continued to improve in the
season that has just concluded.
There was healthy competition
between the UK multiples for shares of the
finite cake. As the Fruiterers Newsletter
was being put to bed so were the last sales
of Cox, Gala and Braeburn. Stocks of
the newer varieties, Kanzi, Jazz and
Cameo were down to a trickle. Sales of
dessert apples to multiple retailers showed
an increase of 4,500 tones or +6% over
the previous year. Some pundits at the
heart of the English marketing effort are
applauding the growers’ determination to
deliver an updated portfolio of varieties
that more closely matches consumers’
requirements. Cox as percentage of the
total crop will decline but needs to shrink
further to come in line with the measured
demand. Many still regard it as the finest
dessert apple but a higher proportion of
consumers are now looking for brighter,
cleaner skin finishes with crisper texture,
criteria that have shot Gala to the number
one position. These facts do not portend
the demise of Cox but signify that its
production should shrink somewhat. As a
signature variety it has laudable timing
and features to launch the season and will
always have an important place in the
overall campaign. Gala sales increased by
a pleasing 18.5% which fitted neatly with
the status of the cultivar. Quality apples
can now be supplied in satisfactory
volumes through to the middle/end of
April. It is vitally important that the correct
quality standards are maintained in the
future. Opportunities will open up outside
traditional retailing for the variety in the
areas of food service, catering and public
procurement. Sales of English Braeburn
to the UK multiples were down over the
last season by 5.3%, a reflection of
biennial bearing and adverse weather
conditions during critical stages of crop
development last year. It is believed that
the market can absorb more and the
production forecasts for the future appear
to suggest that the fruit will be available.
The newer dessert varieties are still fairly
modest in volume terms but hold great
promise. As well as those mentioned
above we have Rubens and others such
as Junami and Zari that are being trialled.
Huge amounts of capital have been
invested in production, storage and pack
houses and with another satisfactory
season just coming to a conclusion the
trend should continue. Maintenance of
quality and dessert characteristics will be a
priori.
Conference represents 80% of the UK
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pear crop and the share is increasing. It
was noted than demand for English pears,
like apples, increased from the multiple
trade over the last six months. Sales of
Conference, on the season to date, have
shown an increase of 7.5% although this
figure will almost certainly decline when
the records for the year are finally written.
A higher proportion of the crop was sold
early on and current stocks are lower than
at the same time last year. The future of
English pear production will depend on
technology and plantsmen devising
models that will produce high yields of top
quality fruit in shorter periods of time. It
can be done as demonstrated by growers
in the Benelux but substantial investment
will be key. As from 30th May the use of
Diphenylamine (DPA) will be prohibited by
the EU. This chemical, that has been
applied to varieties which are susceptible
to ‘scalding’, as a post harvest drench, has
no natural replacement. Fortunately, the
English industry has been proactive and
has devised non chemical alternatives that
should be as effective. Nowhere will this
prohibition have as much impact as on
the Northern Irish Bramley production
which still remains heavily reliant on DPA.
A reduction in the availability of NI
Bramley has and will have a positive
affects on the opportunity for English
Bramley in the fresh, processed and
juicing markets. Demand for Bramley
juice from large cider manufacturers has
declined but with Chinese diverting apples
from juicing to the fresh market and with
the mothballing of juicing plants the
immediate future looks bright. English
Bramley sales have dropped 5% this
season following the decline in
promotional activity after the bonanza of
the ‘bicentennial year’. Campaigners are
confident that this trend will be reversed
with new campaigns and promotional
thinking. One such initiative will be the
promotion of Bramley Fidget Pie which is
generating interest. It is anticipated that
the season overall will end up being a
reasonable one but will probably not quite
reach expectations.
As for the forthcoming season it is not
possible to predict with complete accuracy
what the outcome will be for English top
fruit. Blossom is very heavy which
suggests a good crop. Trees are two to
three weeks ahead of last year but many
orchards desperately need rain and
irrigation has already commenced.
Growers will be hoping that there are no
late frosts, hail or strong winds to spoil
what may be a very special year.
Article prepared from an interview
with Adrian Barlow
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Cameo for many is regarded as a winner

Pears need considerable investment
to be viable

Apples from the Southern hemisphere
are well under way

Junami, an exciting new variety

Soft and Stone Fruit
BERRIES and CURRANTS

English Cherries; increasing production
and market share

Plums succeed with coordinated control

After several years of disappointing returns for British stone fruit
growers, 2010 marked the start of a turnaround. It was patently
evident that a degree of co-ordination was required to effectively
mount a marketing campaign that would bring confidence to the
customers and end users while at the same time producing
satisfactory returns for the growers. English Apples and Pears
Ltd, was approached and asked to produce crop forecasts and
sales’ statistics for the English stone fruit industry. Collation of
production information and the effective dissemination of that
detail to the multiple retailers, market traders and consumers
were deemed essential. This intelligence coupled with sales data
by crop sector and variety was universally welcomed and
considered to be overdue. In the first season the exercise was
judged a success.
The planting of cherries and plums continues to increase.
Prospects for the current season give cause for optimism. There
has been good blossom and at the time of going to press no frost
damage. Small amounts of hail damage were reported from
Kent towards the end of April and as with top fruit, rainfall would
be desirable in certain areas. If all goes according to plan the
season has great potential. There is a great desire to try and
satisfy the increasing demand for English fruit that exists among
the consuming population.
Since Christmas there have been several problems in the
availability of Strawberries. Apart from the difficulties created by
the near arctic conditions there were interruptions to supplies
from the usual sources. Early, technical issues, with Egyptian
fruit, led to a build up in stocks in the January period resulting in
a roller coaster situation with problems not stabilising until
Morocco and Spain came firmly on stream. Although the weather
patterns were not as detrimental as in the preceding two seasons,
Spanish production was influenced by lower than average
temperatures, heavy rainfall and has not yet recovered to the
2008 levels. Another factor in the equation was the €/£ exchange
rate that made other European markets more favourable for the
Spanish growers and exporters. Moroccan shippers have however
enjoyed a better season. English production from ‘glass’ started
in mid-March about one week earlier than last year. After the
protracted warm spell in April the crop was said to have
accelerated to 2.5 weeks in front of 2010. Supplies from
‘outdoor’ production started in mid-April and half price
promotions with the main retailers are scheduled to commence
much sooner. Supermarkets have been extremely positive in

Blueberries or ‘Blue Gold’ in an
appropriate dish

their attitudes and the prospects are giving cause for guarded
optimism. Volumes will be significantly higher and with the
projected price structure British growers are forecast to have a
more than satisfactory season. Ever bearers, following on from
the main crop are also expected to be earlier. One of the
significant factors in this year’s production pattern will be a dip in
supply during the first week of the Wimbledon fortnight.
The Raspberry season has been ‘reasonable’. Demand picked
up in the New Year and the rate of sale was good. As with
strawberries, the supply from Spain was fluctuating, making it
difficult to fulfil programmes effectively. At the time of going to
press our correspondent was reporting an increase in sales over
2010. English ‘greenhouse’ production started at the end of April
but the sales of ‘Top Tier’ raspberries was reported as slow.
Overall movement is described “as where it should be” at this
stage in the season.
Blackberry sales in the post Christmas period were down
owing to difficulties in the main country of supply, Mexico. The
US also proved a more favourable market in respect of logistics
and crop size. It has been a tricky season for the fruit in the UK
owing to vacillating supplies and a cooling in demand. By the
end of April product was moving into the market place from
Spain and early English growers. One of the factors that affect
the success of any product is the amount of shelf space that is
dedicated at retail and in the UK that footage appears to have
peaked. Global production has apparently stabilised and the
tremendous following that was generated for the product seems
to have cooled. One of the reasons is the increase in popularity
of Blueberries, which according to the Newsletter’s sources has
shot to No. 2 amongst UK consumers on the berry front and is
showing signs of increasing further in volume sales. Year on year
movement has risen significantly with promotions being
mounted at the desirable ‘aisle ends’. Sometimes referred to in
the trade these days as “blue gold”, the supply chain from
Christmas has run smoothly. Argentina finished in mid-January
to be succeeded by Chile to March when the product started to
be available from European sources. The first main UK plantings
of Blueberries occurred in 2007. Domestic production will rise to
1,200 tonnes this season but yields are not substantial and
enthusiasm for the product has not gained ground amongst
growers.
(Written by the Editor from information received from Dave
Ashton, Marketing Director, Berry World)
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M ASTER ’ S R
occasions. His commercial and financial skills have stood us in good
stead when he has represented us within the City and his past
background as Chairman of the Livery’s Finance Committee means that
he understands Livery matters well. In addition his involvement as a
Trustee of East Malling provides him with a wide understanding of the
Fruit Industry. This combination of skills has made him a worthy
ambassador for our Livery and its historic links which he often refers to.
There were many special events in 2010 but I would like to highlight
Steve’s support for the Armed Services and the very special trip to the
Somme last April. We visited some of the main battlefields and
memorials where wreaths were laid on the graves of those who had
fallen and were affiliated to the Company through membership or
relationship. Some of our Fruiterers, descendants of those who made
the ultimate sacrifice, gave very personal eulogies at the burial site.
Suitably the Master and Wardens Dinner was held on Armistice Day and
the speaker Brigadier Shaw reminded us of the importance of fund
raising for the Services.
The Livery has set itself a target of attracting 10 new Liverymen each
year. At the Audit Court last year there were no less than 11 new
St. Mary Abchurch, the Fruiterers' Church in the City
applicants elected
to the Freedom
he Fruiterers Year really does begin in style. I joined some
of the Company,
600 guests in a packed Guildhall in the middle of January to
which
is a real
listen to Paul Polman, chief Executive of Unilever, speak
achievement.
Our
about his company’s ambition to source 100% of its
IPM leaves the
products sustainably over the next decade. The first Lecture
Company in good
was in 2001 but it has grown considerably and the very success and
health.
He has
reputation of the event is a tribute to the role that Liveries play within the
done his best
City and way beyond.
to ensure that
It is always such a privilege to be able to attend the St. Paul’s Day
those
who have
Service - a very important day in our Calendar made all the more special
recently joined the
being held at St. Mary Abchurch. The singing was as ever good enough
Company
are
to make one want to cry and the event was a warm and happy occasion.
The Egyptian Hall, Mansion House, venue for the Banquet
made
welcome
It is the perfect setting for a new Master to privately acknowledge the
and
has
also
tried
honour and responsibility of such an historic appointment. It was
to make sure that all existing Liverymen continue to support the
inevitably an emotional but wonderful day and I feel confident that I can
Company as far as is possible. I would like to thank Steve and Bea for
steer this glorious Company during 2011 in the knowledge that I will
an excellent year.
always be given every support that I need from our own Liverymen.
I was very fortunate to be invited by the Fresh Produce Consortium to
So St. Paul’s Day is the start of a new year but it is also very much an
attend their truly magnificent Dinner in the recently refurbished Savoy
opportunity to reflect on how well we have been served by our
Lancaster Room with its splendid mirrors, chandeliers and sky blue
Immediate Past Master Steve Bodger. He has the ability to make people
walls. The evening was hosted by our own Freeman Jim Rogers, (in his
feel welcome, wanted and valued both at meetings and on social
capacity as President), and our guest
of honour was Princess Lalla Joumala,
Ambassador of Morocco. Lesley and I
were made to feel very welcome and it
was good to see a number of other
Fruiterers there. It was also an
invaluable opportunity for a Kent based
fruit grower to be reminded of the
scale of the international fresh produce
world and its significance for the
Fruiterers.
Our Banquet was a wonderful
evening for many reasons.
The
Mansion House caterers provided the
diners with a superb meal, the
Orchestra was outstanding, there was
an excellent turn out from our own
Livery and it seemed to me to be such
a happy, though very formal occasion.
But most of all we were so fortunate
that we were able to entertain the Lord
Mayor and the Lady Mayoress, in their
own home, along with the Sheriffs
The Master and Lesley are received at the FPC Dinner Dance
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R EFLECTIONS
Sword Bearer and other senior City guests. It is such an important
chance to acknowledge the importance of our historic links with the City
of London and to spell out the significance of the Lord Mayor as the
City’s Global Ambassador. It was also a chance to recognise his own
personal support of charities and highlight the amount that the Liveries
of London contribute every year to charitable institutions.
As you will know the Livery has been sponsoring the Food Dudes
programme for the last three years so it was a special pleasure to
welcome Professor Fergus Lowe from the University of Bangor. Obesity
and poor eating habits are a major national concern and we as a Livery
should be rightly proud of this exceptionally important work using a
psychological approach to change Primary School children’s eating
habits. Fergus kindly acknowledged the crucial importance of our
funding and also the part played by members of the Company including
Past Master Sibley and the Renter Warden in helping the programme
become better known and adopted.
Shrove Tuesday meant Inter Livery Pancake Races in the Courtyard of
the Guildhall, organised by the Poulters. Each competitor must wear a
chef’s hat and apron. The tall hats presented a real problem when
running and the wind had other ideas! The Gunmakers started each
race with a bang, the Clockmakers were responsible for accurate timing,
the Fruiterers provided the lemons, the Cutlers plastic forks, the Glovers
the white gloves worn by each runner and the Poulters the eggs. We had
wonderful weather. A large crowd got sucked in from the streets
and Honorary Assistants Cottrell, Edwards and Surgeon and the Master
represented the Fruiterers. Amanda organised our participation and
Gerry made the finals, the remaining three making a sporting effort. I
can’t guarantee such weather next year but what good fun, lasting a
couple of hours and providing the opportunity to meet Liverymen from
both the Fruiterers and other Companies.
Honorary Assistant Dennis Surgeon made the arrangements for a
repeat of last year’s very successful New Liveryman’s Dinner at the City
Pipe. It provided an excellent opportunity for recently joined Liverymen
to meet the Master, Wardens and senior members of the Company and
talk through the history, responsibilities and benefits of the Livery.
Everyone contributed to a lively discussion against the background of
live music in the adjoining room - good practice for public
speaking! Liveryman Peter Cooper gave his splendid assortment of
snippets of Livery history.
On a separate and more recent
occasion we held the Honorary
Assistants Dinner on HQS Wellington, a
unique venue on the Thames and
recommended to me by PM Henry
Bryant. It is attended by members of the
Master’s Committee, serving Honorary
Assistants and those appointed to serve
in May. Honorary Assistants play an
important part in the life of the Livery.
They attend Court meetings and get to
understand better the workings of the
Company. They assist and sometimes
speak at dinners, they run in the
Food Dudes from the
Pancake Races, they help out at Shows,
Bangor Project
they contribute to the Newsletter and so
on. They are of significant value and are appreciated. Ultimately, of
course, any Liveryman seeking higher office must have served as an
Honorary Assistant. We had an interesting open discussion over coffee
about different ways of attracting new Liverymen and how best to raise
the profile of our Livery and indeed all Liveries, especially in the City
where their role is often misunderstood and sometimes not even known
about.
As Master I have represented the Fruiterers at many formal
functions. These include being a guest of the Basketmakers who present

The Fruiterers Pancake Day Races Team

one with a half sieve Fruit Basket, the Cooks who were celebrating a new
History of their Company, the Loriners who were celebrating 750 years
(and yes, I did have to look up the meaning of a Loriner) and the
Gardeners who really did splash out in style for an Edwardian Dinner of
seven courses and nine wines. Lesley hired an outfit and I dressed in
white tie. We joined over 100 Masters, Prime Wardens and the Upper
Bailiff of the Livery Companies for a truly splendid Banquet as guests of
the Lord Mayor and Lady Mayoress.
The United Guilds Service has been held at St. Paul’s Cathedral for the
last 69 years. It originates in a Service which was held in 1943 to help
lift the spirits of the City following the Blitz and has become a very
significant event in the Calendar attended by all the Liveries. It
commences with a truly magnificent procession made up by
representatives of some of the Liveries, the City Marshal, the Chief
Commoner, Sheriffs, Aldermen, Clergy, Canons, The Ceremoniarius,
Virgers, The Bishop of London, the Sergeant-at-Arms, the Sword
Bearer, Lord Mayor and the Dean. A very limited number of reserved
seats are set aside for each Livery so it was a huge relief for us when our
gallant Upper Jane Anderson struggled in with an ankle injury incurred
on her way to St. Paul’s. After the Service we were fortunate that we had
but a short walk to the Stationers’ Hall for luncheon, which was a relief
for Jane.
All in all it has been a fascinating start to my year. You, the Livery, have
been very supportive and Lesley and I have genuinely enjoyed it
enormously. I look forward to seeing as many of you as possible in the
forthcoming months.

The Master assembles with his Wardens at St. Paul’s
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The 10th annual ‘City Food Lecture’
(11th if you count the Fruiterers own
without other Liveries) was held at the
Guildhall during the evening of 18th
January. As usual, every seat was filled
with liverymen from the seven foodrelated City Livery Companies, (who work
together under the chairmanship of Past
Master Laurence Olins), and their guests.
Such is the popularity and stature of this
City event that the Rt. Hon. The Lord
Mayor, Alderman Michael Bear, was in
attendance to welcome all. The event
was chaired again by Sir Stuart
Hampson, president of the Employee
Ownership Association. Sponsorship
was generously supplied by Nestle, FPJ,
British Cheese Board, Seasonal Berries
and Glasgows. Each year the organising
committee has managed to secure a
highly respected authority to deliver a
lecture on a subject which is of great
importance to the food industry. Paul

The Rt. Hon The Lord Mayor welcomes all

CITY FOOD
Polman, Chief Executive Officer,
Unilever was the 2011 speaker. Having
served in his current role for two years
his impressive career includes senior
positions with international giants
Procter & Gamble and Nestle. He has
set some challenging objectives for his
employees and his choice of subject
neatly covered these aspirations in a
persuasive and thought provoking
dissertation entitled ‘Food Security in a
Changing Climate’ . Those who have
been regular attendees at these lectures
will have seen and heard much

incontrovertible evidence regarding the
deteriorating state of the planet and what
action can be taken to rescue the
situation for the future. Mr Polman did
not disappoint, delivering a speech which
was packed with detail, facts and plans
for remedial action on the critical issue of
maintaining food supplies to an
exploding global population. He was
warmly applauded when he concluded
and took his place with the panel
comprised of Christine Tacon, Managing
Director of the Co-operative Farms,
Adam Leyland, Editor of The Grocer,
Martyn Jones, Trading Director of
Morrisons plc and Sir Stuart Hampson.
Questions were taken from the audience
on a range of subjects and were answered
by members of the panel. A well
considered closing address was provided
by HRH The Princess Royal, Master
Butcher. Following the formalities a
reception was held in the Old Library.

Paul Polman answers a question from the audience

HRH The Princess Royal

LECTURE

Fruiterers at Head of Walbrook Club
Congratulations to Past Master Peter Bartlett on being elected as the Chairman and to Liveryman Peter Cooper for being elected ViceChairman of the Walbrook Ward Club at their AGM in March.
Walbrook is one of the twenty-five electoral Wards in the City of London; although some of their boundaries have been changed
over the years, the Wards have been the foundation of democratic government in the City since early medieval times. Walbrook has
the distinction of being in the true heart of the City; the Mansion House, the Bank of England and the old Stock Exchange site lie
within its boundaries.
Each Ward returns an Alderman, a Deputy and a number of Common Councilmen to the Court of Common Council, which governs the City.
Involvement in a Ward Club adds a very interesting further dimension to the City life of a Liveryman. The Ward Clubs support the
Alderman, Deputy and Common Councilmen of their Ward in their work in the City and,
as is certainly the case for the Walbrook Ward Club, has a lively social life. Walbrook is
one of the oldest of the Ward Clubs, having been founded in 1809. It has a contingent of
our Liverymen as members, amongst whom are the Master, a good sprinkling of Past
Masters and other City
personages.
Liveryman
Pauline Halliday is Deputy for
the Ward.
At the celebratory lunch in
the Guildhall, following the
AGM, the Principal Speaker
was Bill Fraser; well known to
many of our Company. Bill is
a Past Master of the
Gardeners,
was
Chief
Commoner in 2009-2010 and
is Chairman of the Livery
Committee.
Peter Bartlett addresses the diners
(Piece contributed by Steve Bodger)
Chairman & Vice Chairman of the Club
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WORLD

Marmalade

FESTIVAL

Cooking Pots

One of the more unusual invitations that was
received by the Master was to be a guest at the
World Marmalade Festival in order to present
the Fruiterers Best in Show Cup. The Event is
held in the Lake District during early February
and partly outdoors. Why would anyone
choose to go up there at that time of year?
Gorgeous countryside and stunning when the
sun is out but not much fun when you have to
brave snow, sleet and rain but people do go
and it was actually a lot of fun and extremely
individual.
One of our Fruiterers, Jane Hasell McCosh,
started the Festival some six years ago to
revive Marmalade making and by sheer
enthusiasm, excellent P.R. and good

150 Guides & Brownies compete to make the
largest jar

sponsorship has attracted an enormous
amount of publicity. There are three main
competitions - the Amateur, which includes
classes ranging from Military, Peers and
Political, Clergy and entries from countries
such as The Virgin Islands, America, Japan,
Norway, and Spain and so on. The Bed and
Breakfast and Hotel Competition has been
established to raise the standard of
marmalade to visitors not only in this country
but also abroad. Then there is the Artisan
Producers Competition for commercial
marmalades made by small producers using
the open pan method. There are
apparently many of these businesses all over
the country and in Europe using recipes which
have been passed down through the family.
There are now well over 1100 entries and
the Amateur Competition has grown from 60
jars in 2005 to 950 this year. Jane organises
a group of friends, volunteers, the W.I.,
celebrities and politicians to help out. Her
large home, Dalemain, a very fine but
rambling building set in rolling countryside at
the top end of Ullswater and is the venue.
Endless trestles were set up in the splendid,
formal rooms and visitors squeezed down the
rambling corridors and got lost amongst all
the entries. There was a tireless team working
in the enormous kitchen keeping judges and
helpers fed all hours of the day and night.
Lectures on marmalade making are given and
the local Cumbrian Brownies, some 150 of
them, were attempting to make the largest jar
of marmalade ever.
There was a bizarre entry from Australia. 12
jars were packaged up (representing 11
cricketers and a twelfth man) with a note
enclosed stating that as the Poms had
thrashed the Aussies at cricket perhaps the
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Aussies might do better sticking to marmalade
making or words to that effect. The Festival
organisers were asked to source 12
competitive English jars, find a truly
independent judge and then ceremonially
burn two wooden spoons and send the Ashes
to the winners. My wife is Australian so she and
I were both involved in tasting 24 jars
(demanding in its own way) but were
fortunately not responsible for the final verdict
pronounced by our W.I. professional. The
Aussies won. But what was extraordinary was
that out of all of Australia the entry came from
a small town called Buninyong just five miles
from my wife Lesley’s home town Ballarat and
a place she knew very well as a child.
On the Sunday there was a special
Marmalade Service held in the local church
with a sermon given by the Vicar of St. Mary Le
Bow (Oranges and Lemons fame!) The
Festival commissioned a marmalade song
which was sung by the local primary school at
the service and then again at the Awards
which were presented that afternoon in the
rain outside the Georgian frontage of
Dalemain House. It was all very English and
everyone was very stoical and jolly. For me it
was very special because I knew that my family
had originally come from the Ullswater area
and I had been doing a bit of family history
sleuthing while we were at the Festival. As
I stood on the steps of Dalemain in the drizzle
and presented the Best in Show Cup to Lord
Henley, a local Cumbrian Peer, I could also let
my mind wander back almost 300 years and
think of a small vicarage and a few farm
buildings just 3 miles away which were sold by
forebears in 1727 to the Hasells of Dalemain.
Now
there’s
another
extraordinary
coincidence.
The Festival somehow makes this type of
thing happen. It is truly quirky and does bring
a wide mix of people together. Starting from
such a small base it really is a success story.
By highly successful use of the media there is
a lot of positive publicity for both marmalde
making and consumption in the bleak months
of January and February. Demand for Seville
oranges goes up. There is a genuine revival of

Lord Henley receives 'Best in Show' from the
Master & Jane McCosh

a fine British tradition, marmalade. The
Festival has spearheaded an initiative in
partnership with Robertson’s by introducing
an information pack for schools to help
educate children in the making and history of
marmalade. Proceeds from the Amateur
Competition go to the Hospice movement
and the event does provide a welcome boost
to tourism in winter. Some 40% of visitors
come from outside the County.

Hugh Lowe receives Ridley Medal

Hugh Lowe receives his Ridley Medal photographed with The
Lord Mayor, the Master and David Ridley © Gerald Sharpe

national and acquired members from Scotland to the West
Midlands. Since the 1980s, Kentish Garden has become Berry
Gardens, and all-year-round supplier of berries and cherries to
the UK market, still owned exclusively by its grower members.
Hugh was a dedicated representative of horticulture at NFU
HQ and a member of the Employers’ side on the Agricultural
Wages Board for many years. He was involved in the early years
of Assured Produce and in setting up the labour provider HOPS
through the Young Farmers Clubs. Hugh has always been
interested in education and research and was, for many years, a
Governor of Wye College. When East Malling Research became
independent of Defra in 2004, Hugh was a natural choice as the
first Chairman of its Board; his vital support and involvement
helped EMR through its first years of independence, such that it
continues to provide the specialist fruit research and
development on which so much of the industry relies.
Hugh retains a passion for innovation and believes it to be the
lifeblood of the industry, often writing about exciting
developments and threats to funding in his monthly column for
The Fruit Grower.
Hugh Lowe Farms Ltd, of which he is Chairman, is now owned
and run by his daughter and son-in-law, Marion and Jon Regan,
and is still specialising in growing strawberries, raspberries and
blackberries. Hugh has retired to Dorset, where he continues to
follow hounds, but on foot now, and takes an active interest in the
doings of Hugh Lowe Farms, Berry Gardens and East Malling
Research.
Throughout his long career, Hugh has contributed a great deal
to technical excellence in fruit growing, to marketing, to
regulatory structure within which the industry functions, and to
education and science. Hugh Lowe is a highly respected elder
statesman of our industry. There can be few shoulders upon
which would sit so naturally, and with such justification, the
epithet “Outstanding Contribution to the Fruit Industry”.
Master’s presentation speech with detail being supplied by
Dr. Mike Solomon

n 1931, Frank Robert Ridley instigated and endowed the
Worshipful Company of Fruiterers Ridley Medal for
“distinguished services to fruit growing”. In a splendid link with
this history, Liveryman David Ridley, great grandson of Frank
Ridley, made the presentation of the 2011 Ridley Medal at the
Fruiterers’ banquet.
The original recipient eighty years ago was Edward Laxton,
celebrated fruit breeder and nurseryman, son of Thomas Laxton,
who had carried out experiments for Charles Darwin and founded
the family business.
The recipient of the 80th anniversary Ridley Medal was
Liveryman Hugh Lowe.
Hugh Burman Lowe began his career in fruit growing when he
left school in 1949 and joined his grandfather, Bernard Champion,
at Barons Place, Mereworth, in Kent. The family in those days
owned a wholesale business at Covent Garden, which handled the
sales of much of the fruit they produced.
Following a break for National Service, Hugh took over
responsibility for the farm in his early twenties. He rapidly projected
a high profile in farming and countryside circles, becoming
variously a youthful County Chairman of Kent NFU, a District
Councillor, and a JP. He was also a popular Master of Foxhounds.
In 1971, a group of Kent strawberry growers visited California
and hatched the idea of forming a growers’ co-operative to help
market their fruit. They engaged a young trader called Douglas
Kemp and Kentish Garden was begun. Hugh was the inaugural
secretary and famously claimed that KG in those days was kept
within one box file. Early innovations in those first two decades
included direct sales to the emerging supermarkets, plastic
punnets, overwrapping, and the variety Elsanta which was first
grown on a commercial scale at Barons Place. Certainly, the
commercialisation of everbearers was much advanced by Hugh’s
enthusiasm for extending the season, using techniques such as
cloches, mulches and tunnels as well as varieties such as ‘Ostara’
and ‘Rapella’. Hugh became chairman of KG in the 1980s.
These were expansionist years where the group became truly

I
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sons S.S. and C.J were appointed as
directors. The latter had a positive,
immediate influence on the business
travelling the world garnering experience.
By 1901 there were more than 8,000
customers all of whom were supplied
direct. Over 300 acres of land was planted
and in addition to an expanded range of
preserves, five varieties of marmalade
featured. ACW devoted his formidable
energy to voluntary work in the local
community. He was a prime mover for the
establishment of the “Crab and Winkle”
line that ran from Kelvedon to Tollersbury
and helped create a scheme for old age
relief. In 1904 the Company began
building cottages for its employees.
Tiptree Hall was bought by Wilkin & Sons
Above: Wilkin & Sons Ltd, Tiptree
eter Wilkin, current
Ltd in 1913 and by 2010 there were
Left: A.C. Wilkin, the founder
Chairman of the interseventy owned properties many of which
nationally acknowledged
workers and gave them help, are residences for the workers.
Wilkin & Sons Ltd, is the great
advice and some land. By
In 1905 Wilkin & Sons Ltd was formed
grandson of the founder A.C.
1880 fruit quality had much from the 20 companies that comprised
Wilkin and has served in the
improved and the farm had the Britannia Fruit Preserving Company
Company for 45 years. A
diversified. Five years later he Ltd. The factory had electricity 30 years
special commemorative book
decided that as no real before the village of Tiptree.
was produced in 2010 to mark
solution had been found to
By 1907 expansion had begun in
the 125th anniversary of this
the transport issues he would earnest with over 12,000 customers being
Tiptree based enterprise that
make jam. Influenced by a supplied directly including the Royal
has become a model for the preserve speech made by Gladstone on the subject Families of Britain, Spain and Sweden.
industry.
he received a letter of approbation from Over 800 acres was planted to fruit of
The story started on Tiptree Heath, a the politician after samples of his first different kinds. Scrutiny of the order form
wild and lawless place with many lanes endeavours had been sampled by the of that time shows how much thought had
running up from the Blackwater. In 1709, statesman. Initially a private partnership been put into the enterprise
William Goodman, purchased one of the with two friends it was called the ‘Britannia
1911 proved a landmark year with the
farms, Trewlands, that had been Fruit Preserving Company’. The first awarding of the Royal Warrant from King
developed from enclosures on the marshy production of strawberry jam was taken by George V, an accolade that is celebrated a
land. His daughter Mary, married John an Australian who insisted on it being century later as a guarantee of the quality
Wilkin in 1753. Being strong non- called “conserve” rather than “preserve” to of its products.
conformists the Goodman family built a distinguish the superior quality. It was to
The First World War years were difficult
Protestant Meeting House and Manse in become one of the world’s first premium for the company and its employees with
Great Wigborough Parish and provided an products. The total emphasis on quality the austerities and many of the men being
endowment from Trewlands. John Wilkin without the use of artificial colourings or called to the front. By 1920 sales exceeded
became a beneficiary of an entailment on preservatives remains fundamental to £100,000 for the first time, largely from
the farm in 1757 and it was he and Mary Wilkin and Sons’ production philosophy sales of fruit grown on the Company’s
that commenced the rebuilding.
today.
farms, preserved on the spot and sold
In 1835 Arthur Charles Wilkin (ACW)
The Company became limited in 1888 directly. Other crops comprised the farm’s
was born, the grandson of John, and his and went through a few teething troubles output such as corn, roots, potatoes and
impact on Tiptree was immense. After a in the infant years before becoming a real Pedigree Large Black pigs. During 1923
career in the City, in a hosiery firm and on family business in 1893 when ACW’s two A.F. Wilkin, a nephew, joined the Company
another farm he returned to
as factory manager. CJW
Trewlands at the age of 24.
became chairman and joint
Being short of capital he
MD with SSW on ACW’s
rented 10 acres and grew a
death in 1913 He remained
profitable crop of mangold
chairman but became the
seeds. He was a man of great
sole MD on SS’s resignenergy and social conscience
ation in 1923.
and through his activities met
The 1930s recession had
and married Mary Swinborne
a real impact on the
in 1865. Trewlands became
business but CJW’s shrewd
the newly weds home. A year
management
of
the
earlier the first fruit had been
Company
and
its
grown, strawberries, raspinvestments was to pay
berries and black-currants
dividends two decades
but because of transport
later. During World War II
problems the crop often
one fundamental change
spoilt on its way to market.
was imposed by governACW was sympathetic to the
ment when it was no
needs and aspirations of his
longer permitted to supply
HM The Queen visits Wilkin & Sons on 28th October, 2010

WILKIN & SONS LTD

125

YEARS YOUNG

P
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“Direct from the Farm”. Tiptree products
had to be made available through
wholesalers and retail shops. Strong
consumer demand meant that this
regulation had little impact on stocking
procedures.
With the gradual lifting of restrictions
and easing of labour availability in the
post war years and the record crop
production and profits moved ahead
significantly. In 1954 the Company was
awarded a Royal Warrant from Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II for the supply
of jam and marmalade. The previous
warrants had been for jam alone. Export
sales increased.
The decades of the sixties and
seventies witnessed the divesting of
certain farms, the reduction of the
container size from 16oz to 12oz, a
continuing
increase
in
exports,
replacement
of
old
orchards,
establishment of a cold store at
Wivenhoe, the implementation of an
extensive programme of modernisation
to plant and the upgrading of staff
accommodation. The Company’s policy
of financing growth from profits was
maintained. P.J Wilkin the son of CJW
joined the Company in 1966 after an
academic training ideally suited for the
business.
During the eighties the Board was
joined by directors from outside the
family.
All three had been senior
managers for a number of years and were

steeped in the culture of the Company.
Major investments continued and by
1982 turnover topped £5million. New
products were introduced and by a year
later output had risen to 3,600 tonnes
with 30% being exported to some 50
different countries. On October 17th
1985 HRH Princess Alexandra unveiled a
plaque in the forecourt to commemorate
the 100th anniversary of jam making at
Tiptree. In 1987 PJW became Chairman
and in 1989 an Employee Benefit Trust
was established.
Today employees
control almost half the voting strength in
the business.
Despite devastating
damage created by the hurricane of 1987
production was maintained. However,
the very dry years of 1989/90 caused
great problems.
Turnover topped £10million by 1996
with more new products being introduced

Little Scarlet Conserve

and the Company extending its horizons.
Visitors were topping 50,000 a year and
production methods remained a curious
mixture of old and new. Wilkins’ long
term successful growth has been aided
by its human resources policy which
encourages long term service and
promotion from within.
Production continues to increase
driven by the tried and tested tenets that
have served the Company well but
tempered by modern thinking in respect
of environmental considerations, organic
production, waste reduction, product
development and the updating of its
facilities. There has been an evolution in
the board structure with retirements and
recruitments but PJW still retains the
Chairmanship and his successful
stewardship of affairs at Tiptree.

The Tea Rooms

DR MIKE SOLOMON
RETIRES FROM
EAST MALLING RESEARCH
After a career spanning 41 years at East Malling, Dr Mike
Solomon, Science Director and world-respected entomologist,
retired on 28 April 2011.
Mike began his career at East Malling in 1970 as a research
scientist (entomologist). He ascended through the ranks taking
on various management roles from 1987 until he became Head
of Site for Horticulture Research International (HRI) East Malling
in 2002. In this role, he played a key role in guiding East Malling
through the break-up of HRI and establishment of the successor
independent company, East Malling Research (EMR) in 2004.
His career at East Malling culminated as Science Director of the
independent EMR from 2004 to 2006; Mike then returned to
EMR as Chief Executive from 2009 to 2011.
Mike pioneered the development of biological control and
integrated pest management (IPM) programmes for apple and
pear orchards. His work on the bio control of spider mite and
rust mite by exploiting predatory mites led to the integrated mite
management system that was universally taken up by apple
growers in the UK.
He and his team developed laboratory techniques for
detecting
prey molecules within the gut of individual field-collected
predatory insects and mites; this enabled an analysis of predator

feeding patterns that provided a rational basis for designing IPM
systems exploiting the action of predators.
He and his team pioneered the development of computerbased pest forecasting systems that could be exploited by
growers themselves.
Mike has supervised a series of PhD students based at East
Malling and linked with various universities. He has been
acclaimed for his contribution to science, horticulture and his
impact on the UK fruit industry, receiving prestigious awards
from both the RHS and Worshipful Company of Fruiterers.
As an authority on his subject area, Mike has refereed grant
proposals for UK and international funding bodies, been coeditor of an international journal and a member of international
committees and working groups. He regularly receives
invitations to deliver key lectures at international conferences
and is regularly an external examiner for PhD and MSc students
at Universities in the UK, Europe and as far afield as Australia.
On his retirement, Mike hopes to do more of the outdoor
activities he enjoys, including mountain walking, but he will also
retain a part-time involvement with EMR in a consultancy role.
The Worshipful Company of Fruiterers have many reasons to
thank Mike for his contributions over the years and wish him well
in his retirement.
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Coming up…

WHAT TO SAVOUR!
The Audit Court Dinner at
the Vintners’
Hall
on
Thursday 19 May will be an
ideal opportunity to entertain
guests, (but not partners), and
invite potential candidates to
the Livery. This is always an
interesting evening in the
Fruiterers’ calendar with an
emphasis on business aspects.
The principal speaker will be
Miles Templeman, Director General of the
Institute of Directors.

more informal occasion than other Livery
dinners the attendance of partners is
positively encouraged. Watch out for
details that will be issued in the next few
weeks.

Mount Ephraim home of the Master

horticultural developments in Europe and
the Master’s home estate. Details have
been circulated by the Clerk..

HRH The Countess of Wessex chats with Steve
Bodger at the Bath & West

A most interesting day out can be
had at the Royal Bath & West Show
which will be held at Shepton Mallet
between 1st and 4th June.
The
Fruiterers Day will be Thursday 2nd. The
Company will be sponsoring the Cider
Pavilion in which we will have our
promotional Stand and again we will be
the focal point for the family trail. It is
desirable that the stand is manned for
the duration of the Show. As we go to
press we are delighted to announce that
enough volunteers have stepped forward
for this role.

Election of the Sheriffs of the City of
London will be held at the Guildhall on
Friday 24th June. Only those clothed in
the Livery before 31 May 2010 are eligible
to vote. If this is the first time that you are
eligible you are encouraged to attend with
your sponsor and you will not be
disappointed. Security is important and
passes can be collected from the Clerk
who will be billeted at the Starbucks Coffee
House on the north side of Cheapside
from 10.45 until 11.15 on the day. The
coffee house is just four minutes walk from
the Guildhall. Many Fruiterers retire to the
Little Ship Club for lunch after the formal
Common Hall. Detailed instructions have
been circulated and it is the responsibility
of Liverymen to make their own
reservation at the restaurant.

The Drapers’ Hall; delightful venue for the
Summer Court Dinner

Castle Howard has been voted as the
Historic Houses Association Garden of
the Year.
The Clerk and Master’s
Committee are seeking permission from
the owners to organise a Fruiterers’ visit
sometime in early September. Featuring
as the set of the 1981 Granada Television
series and the 2008 Film of the same
name, Brideshead Revisited, this North
Yorkshire stately home is a must for those
with an interest in gardens. Details will be
circulated when the arrangements are
completed.

Castle Howard, Garden of the Year

Thanet Earth and Mount Ephraim in
Kent will be the venues for Master’s Day
on Thursday 16 June. This will be a
relaxed and enjoyable day out visiting one
of the largest and most advanced
Thanet Earth

The Guildhall; location for Common Hall and
Election of Sheriffs

The Summer Court Dinner will be
held at the Drapers’ Hall on Thursday 14
July. Always a popular and generally
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A second Common Hall at the
Guildhall is held each year for
the Election of the Lord
Mayor. Those Liverymen who
are eligible should take
advantage of the opportunity
to witness this ancient
ceremony on Monday 3rd
October. Details will be issued
by the Clerk in due course.

CONGRATULATIONS
To Honorary
Assistant
AMANDA
COTTRELL who
was awarded an
OBE in The
Queen’s New
Year’s Honours
List for services
to the community
in Kent.

FRUIT
BASKETS

CITY OF LONDON BRIEFINGS
For any Liveryman who has not attended a
City of London Briefing and is in two minds
whether to apply ask a fellow Fruiterer who
has attended. You will always receive a very
positive response because the evening
provides an interesting and valuable insight
into the workings of the City. They are
aimed particularly at new Freemen and
Liverymen, but wives, husbands and
Innholders’ Hall venue for
partners are also welcome. Liverymen and
City Briefings 2010
Freemen of longer standing who have not
previously been to a Briefing are also encouraged to attend. The dates
of the 2011 briefings are given here. They will be held at the Innholders’
Hall.
They are:- Mon 19th October and Tue 1st November
Application for places on the Briefing should be
made on a form that is obtainable from the Public Relations
Office, City of London Livery Courses, Wax Chandlers’ Hall,
6 Gresham Street, London EC2V 7AD. Tel: 020 7606 3591/2,
Fax. 020 7600 5462 or e-mail,
liverycourses@chandlers.ndonet.com

A ROYAL PAVLOVA
Serves 8
Topping the meringue with strawberries
and blueberries results in a very
patriotic pudding!
4 large egg whites
225g caster sugar
1 teaspoon corn flour
300mls double or whipping cream
1 tablespoon icing sugar
A generous handful each blueberries and sliced strawberries

A WELCOME GIFT
ALL THE YEAR ROUND

fruit-baskets.co.uk
0845 600 8417

Pre-heat the oven to 140C (275F) Gas 1. Whisk the egg whites in
an electric mixer until they form stiff peaks. Add the sugar, a
couple of tablespoons at a time, whisking and adding the corn
flour with the final addition of sugar.
Pile the meringue mixture onto a baking sheet lined with baking
parchment and form into a 22cm circle. Make swirls in the
meringue with a skewer. Bake for 50 minutes, then turn the oven
off and leave the meringue in the oven overnight.
Whip the cream with the icing sugar. Use the top the meringue
with the fruit.
Sarah Randell
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